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Touring made easy.
The XO14 is a flawless, glass touring boat with great performance at
a great price! Forget the usual day boat concept, the XO14 is classy,
lightweight and easy to get in and out of, a breeze to paddle, fast and
straight tracking. It is stable and easy to turn.

It is ideal for entry-level paddlers seeking an affordable, high-quality
composite touring boat, as well as clubs and outfitters who want to
upgrade their fleet with a high-performance composite kayak.
Paddlers will appreciate the easiness of handling it on and off the
water.

At 14’2”/432 cm, it offers great glide and tracking. Beginners will feel
immediately comfortable with its stability while more experienced
paddlers will appreciate its speed and tracking capabilities.

The XO 14 is a midrange kayak, beautifully appointed, with great
finish and quality, made in vacuum-bagged fibre-glass sandwiched
with honeycombed coremat for added stiffnes and reduced weight, it
carries enough gear for extensive expeditions. Two watertight
compartments are standard for the XO 14. The bow compartment is
accessed via a round hatch while the aft hatch is oval for easy
loading of bulkier items. The standard equipped innovative rudder
pedals and a hydrodynamically designed foiled, liftable rudder offer
improved control.

The padded cockpit comes fitted with an ergonomically designed seat
which provides excellent support as well as providing the close
contact needed when rough-water playing, and a highly functional

 

Super-comfortable seat. AIR-seat on GTE
models.

Craft characteristics

Tracking:  
Speed:  

Manoueverability:  
Initia l-stability:  

End-stability:  
In wind:  

In waves:  

Overview Facts Downloads

Gear, news and updates to
your mailbox as long as you
want. Enter your email address
below.

(You can always unsubscribe from
the list)

Enter a country or a city to find
the nearest dealer

Point65 Kayak Rental
Ösjönäs-Tiveden
Ösjönäs
69597 Tived
Sverige
Phone 0505-250 22
E-mail vildmark@osjonas.se
http://www.point65.se/center/2277
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Read more »

» [14/09/2012] 
Freya Hoffmeister joins Point
65 Kayaks! 

Point 65 Kayaks Sweden is
proud to welcome Freya
Hoffmeister, the world-
renowned expedition kayaker
who is currently
circumnavigating South
America. Freya brings
unparalle led experience and
expertise to the Point 65 team
which will be extremely
valuable in developing great
kayaks. Her first design
project is the POINT 65 FREYA,
an 18-foot expedition kayak
that Freya will use for her
long-distance expeditions. 
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Point65 Sweden
Headquarter:
Karlbergs Strand 4
SE-171 73 Solna,
Sweden
Ph: +46 8 663 01 06
mail@point65.se
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contact needed when rough-water playing, and a highly functional
back support that offers great comfort and lumbar support.

 

Fitted with Summetry Skeg System.
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